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**DRILLING RUSTED SCREW HEADS**

Good for drilling out rusted heads for lifting hardwood decking - very effective indeed.

Malcolm ★★★★★

---

**DRILLING STAINLESS STEEL**

Hello there….I just thought I’d drop you a line commending your products. The 6, 5, 4 and 3 mm drill bits work a treat on my stainless steel cycle rack. Initially I ran the drills too fast and I didn’t use enough pressure which resulted in poor performance, particularly on the larger drill sizes. I quickly learned that slowing the drill down and increasing drill pressure whilst ensuring enough cutting grease had been applied enhanced the drilling performance immensely. It used to frighten me when drilling stainless steel. NOT ANY MORE! Well done your Company!

Trevor Ball ★★★★★

---

**DRILLING EXHAUST MANIFOLD STUDS**

They are fabulous. I still haven’t had the time to use them for their actual intended purpose – drilling out exhaust manifold studs, but I did try them out on a couple of bolts to see how they did and was very impressed! Told a bunch of my friends about them. Hoping to get a joint order together. I want more sizes or one of the sets!

R Scott Martin ★★★★★
DRILLING TENSILE BOLTS

I was very happy with my purchase of the tough drill bits, they allowed me to drill out some broken off tensile bolts from a 25 year old motorbike cylinder head, failure in this would have meant finding a new head or abandoning the project.

---

Mr A. Prioleau ★★★★★

---

DRILLING 10MM STAINLESS STEEL

Having used the 3 mm version I knew this bit would have no problem drilling into 10 mm stainless steel. It performed the task with ease. These are definitely the best drill bits I have ever used.

---

Steven Eugene Raiguel ★★★★★

---

DRILLING STAINLESS WITH 3MM & CUTTING PASTE

I’d been having trouble drilling stainless steel, even with the "best" bits from the local hardware store. On an Internet recommendation, I tried these. With a dab of cutting paste, these drills will go through stainless the way most drills cut through soft metal, and cost much less than those I was getting from the hardware store.

---
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HAPPY TO RECOMMEND

Great buy. Have used drills from well known manufacturers, but these are better. Would recommend them and will be using again.

George Fairweather

DRILLING 1/2” PLATE STEEL

The drill has drilled several holes through 0.25 inch plate steel and is still going strong!

Steven Eugene Raiguel
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LIKE A HOT KNIFE THROUGH BUTTER
Just to let everyone know these drill bits a BRILLIANT, it is the first time I have ever worked with metal and was using titanium bits, managed 3 holes with 3 drill bits. Then I ordered ttp bits and were like a hot knife through butter. I was drilling 1cm hard steel and the job was so easy. Highly recomended. Don’t buy expensive immitations.

USA Customer ★★★★★

CUTTING PASTE HELPS DRILLING
Upon testing this product with various drill sizes into hardened angle iron steel. It worked GREAT - keep in mind when drilling into metal - DRILL SPEED can be your enemy. Fast will burn the bit out even with the cutting lubricant. Slow and Constant will get a clean and nice hole each and every time without blowing a bit for no reason. This is a nice find and addition to my tool bench

Robert Trinagle ★★★★★

BEST METAL DRILL BITS
I HAVE EVER USED
These are by far the best metal drill bits I have ever used hands down. I hesitated to purchase these bits for a while because of the price but finally pulled the trigger and I can say I was stupid for not buying them right away. If your thinking of buying these but are hesitant because of the price do yourself a favour and get them, you will save time and money in the long run.

Jodie Schleicher ★★★★★
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**DRILLING HARDENED SEAT BOLT**

Had to drill out a hardened seat bolt from my Jeep, worked perfectly.

Michael Esplin ★★★★★

---

**DRILLING 6.8MM THICK STAINLESS STEEL**

These do the job. Out of the package their only good for about 15-20 holes, when drilling through 6.8mm thick stainless steel, that’s using cutting lube too. After that they have to be sharpened. After re-sharpening they usually are good for an additional 10-15 holes before having to re-sharpen again. Would buy them again.

Matthew Langley ★★★★★

---

**DRILLING THROUGH HARDENED BAR STOCK**

These drills perform exceptionally well. They’re far superior to anything I can buy locally. Delivery is extremely fast. I was able to finish drilling a 3/8" hole through 1-1/4" hardened bar stock. I must have gone through a dozen conventional cobalt bits before purchasing this kit. Love ‘em.

Brian Watts ★★★★★
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**BREEZED THROUGH GRADE 8 BOLT**
I’ve been at this a long time and I have never seen bits this good. On my test, they breezed through gr 8 bolt on the press with cut oil. When I tested with the cord drill, I found that you could break the bit if you weren’t perfectly square. On the car with the broken exhaust stud, it was fantastic, they bite like crazy. I’m going to give them as gifts to my wrenching friends.

Robert Sacklow ★★★★★

**DRILLING OVERHEAD WITH CUTTING PASTE**
I recently did large diameter drilling thru 1/4 inch plate above my head and needed a cutting lubricant that would stay in place. Cut-It performed very well in staying on my low rpm drill bit. The large diameter drill bit stayed cool and cut well. Highly recommend Cut-It paste.

Kim Tate ★★★★★

**DRILLING STAINLESS STEEL WITH EASE**
I just used my new 4.2mm bit to drill a hole into stainless steel tube (to be used for a stair railing). The TTP bit worked beautifully. This is a terrific product at an excellent price.

Mich ★★★★★
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